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NOTICE

This docutent is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department of
Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The United States
Government assumes no liability for its contents or use thereof.

The United States Government does not endorse Droducts or manufacturers.
Trade or manufacturers' names appear herein solely because they are
considered essential to the object of this report.

The contents of this report do not necessarily reflect the official view
or policy of the'U. S. Coast Guard and do not constitute a standard,
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SUMMARY

The Naval Weapons Supoort Center, Crane, was tasked by the

U. S. Coast Guard Headquarters through the Office of Research and

Development, Search and Rescue Projects Branch (G-DST-l/62 TRPT),

to conduct a comparative evaluation of visual emergency signalling

equipment. This program specifically applied to the standard issue

lifejacket light (one-cell flashlight) and currently available

chemiluminescent devices.

Two chemiluminescent devices were evaluated during this program.

One was a single ampule, commercially available, devire manufactured

under the trade name Cyalume. The second device was a double

ampule device supplied by NAVWPNSUPPCEN Crane.!

The laboratory test phase of this program did not positively

identify one device as being superior. The commercial chemical

light was superior in light output and had a lower initial procure-

ment cost. This device, however, was deficient in long-term storage

tests. The double ampule chemical light was superior in ability to

withstand long-term storage and had a light output level comparable

to the currently used flashlight. The double ampule design also

had the highest initi,'l procurement cost of the devic-is tested in

this program. The one-cell flashlight had the advantage of being re-

useable, but had reliability problems with the switch, was bulkier

than the chemiluminescent devices, and was subject to deterioration

witt prolonged storagn.



Field testing of these devices was originally scheduled for

December 1975 in Puerto Rico. Unfortunately, the lack of support

equipment time due to search and rescue requirements and some

adverse weather conditions prevented completion of this field test

as planned. Although only a limited amount of data was obtained,

it was concluded that the commercial chemical light was an easier

target to acquire than either of the other two devices.

Field testing of the devices was rescheduled &nd conducted in

May 1976 at St. Petersburg, Florida. The data obtained from this

tasting confirmed that the commercial chemical light had the

highest visibility/detection range and was the easiest target to

acquire. The douole ampule chemical light and the one-cell flash-

light proved to be essentially equivalent in terms of visibility/

detection range.

When the field test was rescheduled for May 1976, NAVWPNSUPPCEN

Crane was also requested and funded to conduct laboratory light

outmit measurements on several sea-water activated devices. These

measurements were to supply supplemental information only and a

detailed analysis of these devices was not required. In addition,

supplemental field test data was obtained on several devices as

requested. The supplemental laboratory and field test data are

included in this report so that all of the data developed during

this program is readily accessible in one report. The supplemental

data developed is given in Appendices A and B.



This program has shown that chemiluminescent devices are

comparable, if not superior, to the one-cell flashlight as a

visual signalling device. The larger (6 inches in length)

commercial chemical light offers an increased visibility range

and a lower initial procurement cost. The double ampule

chemical light offers increased long-term storage capability.

It was concluded that either of the chemical lights evaluated will

be superior in use, overall, to the one-cell flashlight.

It is recommended, however, that a total cost effectiveness

study be conducted prior to a firm commitment to use either of

these chemical lights. Information concerning procv.-ment quantities,

use rates, and length of storage should be developed for this study.

The double ampule chemical light may prove more cost effective,

if long-term storage is considered a requirement, while a high

use rate may indicate that the commercial unit Is more cost

effective.
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PREFACE

liis ccm;pirative evaluation program was conducted for the

-oast Guard Search and Rescue Division under the direction

f th!; fffice of Research and Development. Personnel involved

in this program included CWO William Collier and LTJG Rick Glover

(('-DST-l/62 TRPT). The assistance and cooperation of these and

ot!,,ýr Coast Guard Personnel, at the headquarters and local level,

throuqhout the eAtire program were greatly appreciated. The

technical expertise, assistance, and cooperation of Mr. C. 4. Gilliam,

'I"V'.P1ISUIPPCEN Crane, who provided the technical assistance and

guidance for the light measurement setup and signifi-ant chemi-

lum.-inescent information throughout the program, is also greatly

appreci ated.
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INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of this program is to comparatively evaluate

the presently used one-cell lifejacket light (flashlight) and

various available chemical lights.

SCOPE:

This program encompasses the comparative testing of chemical

lights and the one-cell flashlight.

Experimeaatl chemical light devices were not considered for

testing in this program. The time delay before procurement and

expenditure of funds to bring these devices to production status

were considered contrary to the immediate program objectives.

Similarly, complete field testing and analysis of each device

in all search and rescue situations were not attempted due to

time and funding limitations.

BACKGROUND:

Search and rescue operations at night are dependent upon the

light level, capability of the survivor to assist, signalling devices

available for the search. The currently issued one-cell flashlight

is subject to frequent failures and is considered to be less than ideal



as a personnel signalling dev;ce.

The chemical light was developed as an expondable survival light,

but has been used in other applications, such as UNRE[P (Underway

Replenishment) line markers, droppabl& aircraft mariners, etc.

The chemiluminescenc devices produce low level light by a chemical

reaction between two liquids. The liquids are kept separated by

one or two sealed glass ampules, depending on the device, until

ready for use. Flexing of the sealed plastic tube encasing the

chemicals breaks the glass ampule(s) an, allows the chemicals to

react and give off light.

Chemical lights do not produce a flame, heat or fumes, and are

safe to use in explosive atmospheres. They can be activated with only

one hand, if necessary, and provide a positive light source in wind,

foul weather, and underwater.

The chemical components will degrade, if exposed to light,

and will cause skin irritation in direct contact. Chemical lights

are supplied with protective packagingto orcvent exposure to light,

and skin irritation can be easily avoided by washing the contact

area with soap and water.

The state of the art in chemiluminescent devices has continued

to advance and some devices are being commercially produced. Thus a

source of supply is readily available. The potential

reliability, the variety of applications, and the lower cost of

the chemical lights were with basis for initiating this program.

2



1 .. I . ...... . . . . . .. .

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The comparative evaluation program was accomplished in two

phases. The first phase was the Laboratory Test Program and

the second phase was the Field Test Program. The Field lest

Program was contingent upon satisfactory completion of the

Laboratory Test Program.

TEST DEVICES:

Two flashlight designs, manufactured under the same specification,

were tested in this program. The two desiqns, Figure 1, differed

in physical appearance only. The one-cell flashlights were obtained

from the regular stock inventory to insure a ran~dom qample selection.

Batteries for the flashlights were also procured from regular stocks

to give a random sample distribution.

Two types of chemical lights were tested in this proqram. The

commercially available chemical lights (trade name Cyalume) are

available in two sizes. The smaller unit (4 inches in length) is

available from Navy stocks and has been assigned FSf: 9G6260-106-7478.

The larger unit (6 inches in length), Figure 2, is not in the supply

system, but can be readily procured through normal outside purchasing /

procedures. Both commercial units a e single ampule designs. With

this desiqn, only one of the chemical components is contained in

a glass ampule, hence the term single ampule. It was decided to

test the larger unit (6 inch size) in this program because of the

increased light output and, therefore, visibility offered by the larger

unit.

3
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The second type of chemical light tested in this program was

a four inch double ampule unit (Figure 3). Both of the chemical

components are contained in glass ampules in this device. This

design is commonly referred to as a double ampule design. This

unit was developed anJ documented by NAVWPNSUPPCEN Crane when

earlier single ampule designs were found to deteriorate with

environmental exposure. A six inch double ampule design has been

produced, but hardware is not presently available to manufacture

these units.

Although the size difference between the two chemical lights

does not allow a direct comparison of the estimated visibility

range, the two designs can be comparatively evaluated on the effects

of environmental conditioning. Since both designs utilize the same

chemical components, a six inch unilt of either design will yield

the same light output and estimated visibility range.

LABORATORY TEST PROGRAM:

The relative effectiveness of the test devices was determined

by measuring the light output of the devices and calculating an

estimated visibility range. Unconditioned units of each type

-served as the control sample and provided baseline data for

comparative analysis between the devices.

In service use, the devices will be expoied to various storage

and environmental conditions. A variety of environmental tests (14-Day

Temperature and Humidity, High and Low Temperature Storage, and Salt

Spray) was selected to determine the ability of each device to function

6



FIGURE (3) -DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL
LIGHT



in anticipated storage and use environments. The Laboratory Test

Program outline is shown in Figure 4.

MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT OUTPUT:

The basic difference between the test devices is that the chemical

lights are volume emitters while the flashlight ,s a point source.

This difference required that the light output be mesured by two

differert methods. For the chemical liahts, the light output was

measured in brightness, or intensity, the standard method of light

measurement for volume emitters. The light output of the ore-cell

flashlights w•.s measured in candlepower.

Although two different light output measurements were required,

the physical setup for these measurements was basically the same,

as shown in Figures 5 and 6. To obtain maximum data retrieval, the

test equipment design incorporated a rotating sample table to allow

output data to be taken at two minute intervals for each device.

Sequencing of the table rotation, recording of the data, and the

data printout were all computer controlled. The differences in the

two test setups were in the sensing head, signal amplifier and the

number of samples that could be tested at one time. Computer

cont'ol of the operation allowed continual data retrieval over a

period of 5 hours p..s ripid analysis and printout of the data. The

computerized data system was also used to produce the graphic displays

of the light output data. The large volume of light output data

both n merical and graphic, necessitated forwarding this information

8



in a se ,rat e ,nrt (C;-Pn-4:3-)). b Nubo rical summaries and some

selected output graphs are used in this renort to illustrate the

,erformance of t-e te-t devices.

The 1bri ht iss rcasurents of the che, ial 1ights were

mathematically converted to an estimated visibility rance by the

follo,,wing eguations:

(1) Conversion of light output measurement tc candlepower

I (PRUA) x (rT3._• LVL TRTmS)

where I = candiepovwer

Area = surface area of cmi tting material in surface feet

Ft. Laruherts = measured output of chemical 1 ight

3.1416

(2) Estiiiated visibility range.

Et c12 (e

where Et = threshold illumination = 2.8 x 109 lumens/ft 2

= estimated cnmospheric conditions constant for 5

mile visibility range = 2.9

S-: cafodl epower

e base of nature logarithms

(I estimated visibility range

The light output of the one-celI f latishl i ghts wa s measured directly

in candlepower. The estimated visibility range was calculated using

emuation (2) above.

J. Kaufman (ad.), "IES Lighting Handbook", 5th Edition, Illuminating

Eng. Soc., New York, 1972.
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The parameters selected for determining the estimated visibility

range were a 5 mile meteorological visibility and a 9M' probability

of acquiring the target (test device). These parameters, in turn,

determined the threshold illumination and atmospheric conditions

constant (a) for. the estimated visibility range calculation.

The 5 mile meteorological visibility was selected because most

areas where the test devices can be er-loyed are nominally

above this range; thus, the realistic rE:ther than "ideal" use

condition is simulated. The 9GC detection probability was selected

because of the use of the devices in rescue signalling, where a

high probability of detection is desirable. The combination of

relatively low meteorological visibility and high detection

probability results in a conservative estimated visibility range

for these devices. Valid search sweep widths can, therefore, be

established, based on these conservative ringe estimates, so that

valuable field test and eventually SAR search time is not wasted

on looking for a target that cannot be seen.

As previously noted, the estimated visibility range for the one-

cell flashlight was calculated directly from the candlepower

measurements obtained. The estimated visibility range for the

chemical lights required the conversion of the brightness measurements

to an estimated candlepower which was then usel to calculate the

visibility range. In order to utilize this calculation, it must

be assumed that the chemical light is an "ideal" volume emitter; i.e.,

13



I i ,L is Llihe> , at the cent.er (thic kes't section) and

dimiinishes to nothing at the edees. A cursory check of both

types of chemical liiohts revealed that they were not ideal

volu:ime emitters; the plastic tube and broken glass ampules

refl'ect the emitted light and both chemical lights show emission

at the edge of the signal. Accordingly. a candlepower measurement

test was conducted with the chemical lights. This test confirmed

that the chemical lights .vere not "ideal" volume emitters and

shoeved that the estimated visibility range was actually higher

than the range calculated by the brightness conversion equations

(the range given on the data printouts). A comparison of the

candlepower and brightness estimated visibility ranges shows

that the brightness range (range given on the data printouts),

multiplied by a factor of 1.5 would correct the non-ideal

nature of the chemical lights and approximate the candlepower

estimated visibility range. An exact correlation between the

two estimated visibility ranges can be made with regression

analysis. However, the data available is not in the proper format

(candlepower and brightness measured simultaneously) to permit

regression analysis. It is felt, however, that the estimated

visibility ranges, either based on brightness or corrected for

non-ideal volume emitter, are realistic.

14



FICID TEST PROGRAM:

The Field Test Phase of the overall program was conducted

after completion of the Laboratory Test Program when none of the

test devices demonstrated a clear superiority in all areas of

analysis.

The Field Test Program included both coastal and open sea

testing with searches conducted from both surface vessels and

aircraft. Acquisition ranges obtained from the field test were

compared with the laboratory data to determine if a correction

factor was required before establishing sweep widths.

Several inexpensive flotation devices were fabricated for the

field test. The flotation devices were designed to hold the test.

units above th'i water surface at the approximate distance a

survivor would position the unit.

15



LABORATORY PROGRAM TEST RESULTS

The laboratory test program results for each of the devices

are discussed in the following paragraphs:.

One-Cell Flashlight:

General. Two flashlight designs were tested during this

program. The two designs were manufactured under the same specification

and differed only in physical appearance. No significant difference

was observed in the performance of either design, with both designs

having an estimated visibility range of 5400 feet. Prior to

committing units to environmental and/or light measurement tests,

each unit was checked for operability. The units were checked by

installing a battery and determining whether or not the flashlight

worked. Specific battery outputs were not measured since the

user would not have access to similar equipment and a random

battery output distribution was desired for the various tests. During

this pre-test check, an unexpectedly high number of defective

batteries was found (13.8 percent of the batteries checked were

unsatisfactory). Since the batteries were manufactured in 1974,

it was concluded that the shelf life of the flashlight would be

approximately one year with the battery installed. A summuiary of

the Laborato-y Test Results is given in Table 1.

Co-nt~rol. No statistically significant temperature

effect was founa by analysis of the output and visibiility range

data obtained at the various test temperatures. A typical

16



light output graph is shown in Figure 7. A general decrease

in the visibility range of 200-500 feet was observed with a 450 look

angle at the flashlig ht. However, statistical analysis of the test

data did not show a statistically significant decrease in the

visibility range because of the look angle. The failure to show

significance was the direct result of th'i high sample variance

(caused by the randomness of the battery outputs) and the relatively

small sample size. It is felt that a statistically signifi cant

decrease in the visibility range, because of the look angle, would

be shown with the testing of additional simples.

Temperature and Humidity (Packaged). The packaged condition

means that the flashlights were conditioned as received from

the manufacturer (no battery installed). Since the

cardboard overpack,. in which each flashlight is packaged, provides

no structural or sealing properties to the fl.ishlight, the

cardboard w*as removed prior to conditioning to facilitate handling

of the units. The bulbs and switches of all of the flashlights were

checked prior to conditioning to insure that th.?y were in satisfactory

working order. Three flashlights were withdrawn following 2, 4, 1, 10

and 14 days of conditioning. Batteries were installed in the flashlights

17



and the units were tested for light output. Statistical analysis

of the output data did not show a significant difference betweeni

the various withdrawal periods; however, this determination was

influenced by the small sample size. Figure 8 is a typical light

output graph for units following this conditioning. Two of the

flashlights developed bad switch contacts during the first 10 days

of conditioning. The switch contacts were improved so that testing

could be completed to determine if the conditioning had any detri-

mental effect on the bulb. No detrimental effect was observed.

A third unit had a switch contact failure during testing and no

light output readings were obtained 'for the last 285 minutes

of the test. Figure 9 shows the effect of poor switch contact

on the light output.

Temperature and Humidity (Unpackaged). These units were

tested the same as the "packaged" un !its, except that batteries

were installed prior to the conditioning. Three of the packaged

units were withdrawn following 2, 4,' 7, 10 and 14 days of

conditioning. Three of the flashlights developed defective switches

during the conditioning. The switch contacts were imoroved to permit

testing of the batteries. Statistical analysis of the results did

not reveal any significant effect of the various amounts of

conditioning on the flashlights. This indicates that the flash-

light affords some protection from environmental conditions to the

battery. Figure 10 is a typical light output qraph for units after

this conditioning.,

18



Salt Spray (Packaged and Unpackaged). These two test

conditions are combined for this discussion because the results

are essentially the same. Statisticil analysis did not show a

significant difference between the results of either test condition

and the control units despite the apparent differences in the

averages. The high variability in the individual unit output is

the reason that signif.icance was not s.)own.

Five Foot Drop Test. The results of this test, designed to

simulate a use environment, were considered unsatisfactory. Only

4 of the 10 units tested functioned following this test. All of

the failures were the result of the bulb filament breaking from the

shock of the impact. In addition, all of the units suffered lens

damage (cracked or broken) which would seriously compromise the

units'ability to withstand prolonged storage.

19



TABLE I

FLASHL IGHIT
OUTPUT SUMARY

OUTPUT (CP) AT TIME (Minutes) Estimated Visibility Range(•Ft) At Tfme (Minutes)

Conditioning Samples 2 ' 30 • 60 17ZO 180 Z40 300 ,_10 30 60

Control 440*F Head-on 8 .209 .184 .168 .159 .134 .120 .114 .109 R _56.2_. L4 ..
45° 4 .162 .147 .136 .122 .105 .095 .085 .060 53'58 5202 4998

Imbient Head-on 8 .172 .145 .136 .126 .114 .096 .090 .081 5300 5175 5048
45. 4 1147 .133 .118 .110 .090 .030 .070 .062 5150 4928 4781

*110"F Head-on 8 .210 .186 .171 .155 .136 .119 .109 .102 5820 5659 5465

45" 4 .184 .163 .138 .128 .108 .092 .082 .075 6594 5257 5054

Temperature 1 Humidity
2 days Head-on 2 .208 .187 .165 .145 .120 .110 .090 .080 5890 5625 5356

Packapd 45" 1 .227 .208 .182 .16 .14 .12 .11 .10 6143 5834 5613
4 days Head-on 2 .172 .166 .142 .120 .100 .085 .080 .070 5534 5228 4917

45' 1 .109 .138 .123 .11 .08 .07 .06 .06 5252 5023 4733
7 days Head-on 2 .198 .180 .162 .145 .120 .105 .080 .070 5812 5578 5378

45 , 1 .112 .060 0 0 0 0 0 0 3760 0 0
10 days Head-on 2 .228 .205 .183 .165 .140 .125 .105 .095 6110 5847 5617

45" 1 .123 .104 .082 .07 .06 .06 .06 .05 4709 4295 4201
14 days Head-on 2 .073 .043 .039 .035 .02S .025 .020 .015 3250 3101 2902

45' 1 .175 .156 .134 .12 .10 .08 .07 .06 5506 5198 4964

Temerature a Humidity
2 days Head-on 2 .124 .120 .112 .105 .090 .080 .075 .070 4970 4830 4696

Unpackaged 46' 1 .095 .089 .078 .07 .06 .06 .05 .05 4420 4201 4024
4 days Head-on 2 .114 .114 .096 .085 .075 .065 .060 .060 4849 4507 4298

45 . 1 .099 .090 .080 .07 .06 .06 .05 .05 4458 4234 4028
7 days Head-on 2 .152 .138 .122 .105 .090 .085 .070 .060 5162 4946 4730

45" 1 .143 .135 .124 .12 .11 .09 .09 .08 5204 5044 4898
10 days Head-on 2 ,210 .180 .152 .125 .110 .0: .090 .065 5777 5394 4997

456 1 .148 .135 .122 .11 . 10 .09 .08 .07 5212 5014 4840
14 days Mead-on 2 .079 .072 .065 .060 .045 .045 .045 .035 4052 3893 4846

45' 1 .119 .114 .102 .09 .07 .07 .06 .06 4872 4675 4465

Salt Spray
Packaged Head-on 8 .195 .179 .156 .136 .110 .092 .078 .069 5768 5469 5212

451 4 .085 .078 .064 .052 .042 .035 .028 .022 3886 3261 3086

Salt Spray
Unpoackaged Head-on 8 .133 .118 .123 .098 .080 .068 .061 .049 4717 4981 4562

45 4 A .01 .074 .068 .060 .052 .1•, .048 .042 3446' 3344 3237

20
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FIGURE 7

TYPICAL FLASHLIGHT LIGHT OUTPUT

FL.AS9IGHT CONTROL AMBIENT 9/'22/'5

SAMPLE*
.4 83

LIGHT CAPICITY
0.985 CP IR3

.3

.2

89 108 150 208 258 368
TIME(MIN)
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FIGURE 8

TYPICAL FLASHLIGHT LIGHT OUTPUT
AfTER PAI'KAG[I TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONDITIONING

FLALIQIT 14-MY TSUN PA O( 9/20/7"

CAILEPGWER

SA'MPLE
.4 3

LIQGT CAPICIY
1.682 CP HRS

.3

.2
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FIGURE 9

EFFECT OF POOR SWITCH CONTACT
ON FLASHLIGHT LIGHT OUTPUT

5 FLSMIG4T 14--D' T&H 9/23/75

.3

.2

TIII(IN)
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FIGURE 1O

TYPICAL FLASHLIGHT LIGHT OUTPUT
AFTER UNPACKAGED TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONDITIONING

5 FLM IQ4T 14-CAY TH UNPA9KAGE .9/22/,75

CANDLEPSM
SAMMPE 0

.4 1i
LIGHT CWICITY

1.849 CP MS

.3

.2

.1

6 so 108 150 20825
TIMMIEN)
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COMMIERCIAL CHEMICAL LIGHT:

General. The larger 6 inch commercial chemical light was tested

in this program because of the increased visibility offered by

the larger sized unit. The estimated visibility range (corrected)

for this unit is 7900 feet, which is approximately 50% farther than

the other two devices. However, based on the test results, this

device will not withstand prolonged exposure to moderate

environmental conditions. A summiary of the Laboratory Test Result's

is given in Table 2.

Control. The results of testing the control units show that

the output of the single ampule chemical light is significantly

affected by temperature; i.e., the lower the temperature, the lower

the initial light output. The light output of units at +40*F was

lower than the output of the ambient units for approximately the

first 30 minutes after activation. After 30 minutes, the light

output was approximately the same for the units from the two test

conditions because the cold conditioned units had slowly warmed

to room temperature. Although the initial light outout was

reduced by the lower temperature, the time of useful light

output was not lengthened because the units had warmed to room

temperature. Figure 11 shows the light output of a typical unit

tested at ambient temperature, while Figure 12 shows the lower

initial output caused by lower temperature. When used at

ambient temperatures (approximately 70*F) this device has the

highest estimated visibility range (7900 feet).
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Temperature and Humidity (Packaged) The commnercial chemical

lights were placed in this environmental conditioning in their

foil protective overpack. Three units were withdrawn following

2, 4, 7, 10 and 14 days of conditioning and tested for light

output. A significant decrease in uutput was observed after 7 days

of conditioning, as shown in Figure 13. Statistical comparison of

the results with the control sample (ambient) revealed a

statistically significant decrease in output after 2 days of

conditioning. Although the outputs and visibility ranges after

2 days of conditioning may not be significantly different

from a practical viewpoint, these results demonstrate that the

conmercial chemical light will not withstand environmental exposure

in its foil-protective packaging.

Temperature and Humidity (Unpackaged). These units were

subjected to the same environmental conditioning as the packaged

units. The foil protective packaging was removed prior to starting

the environmental conditioning. Samples were withdrawn and tested

at 2, 4, 7, 10, and 14 day intervals. Analysis of this data shows

that a significant decrease in output occurs as a r sult of this

conditioning regardless of the withdrawal time, as shown in Figure 14.

These results show that the unit is incapable of withstanding

environmental exposure for any period of time without the foil

protective packaging.
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Salt Spray (Packaged and Unpackaged). The resu -its of these

two test conditions are discussed collectively because the results

are essentially the same. Analysis of the test results revealed a

statistically significant decrease in light output when compared

with the control (ambient) sample. Although the output decrease

may rnot be significant from a practical standpoint (Figure 15),

it does indicate a weakness of the unit to withstand moderate

use environments.

Five Foot Drop (Packaged and Unpackaged). The commnercial

chemical lights satisfactorily passed this test in the packaged

condition (none of the units activated). One of the 5 units

tested without the foil packaging activated when subjected to

this test and, thus, failed the requirements of the test.
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FIGURE 11

TYPICAL AMBIENT TEMPERATURE LIGHT OUTPUT
OF COMMtERCIAL CHEMICAL LIGHT

I'IERCIL CONTROL 9/16/75

8R IGHTS FL/CM)

SAW'LE #
7',

LIGHT CAPICITY
348.6 LI. HRSL
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5 08 100 1SO 0 250 380
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FIGURE 12

TYPICAL LOW TEMPERATURE LIGHT OUTPUT
OF COMMiERCIAL CHE10ICAL LIGHT

ISIO cu.. PNTROL 9I46L,475.

SW"PLE 0
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FIGURE 13EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONDITIONINGON LIGHT OUTPUT OF PACKAGED COMMERCIAL CHEMICAL LIGHT

0t**wWCijL 14-t•Y T&H 9.L1'4•
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FIGURE 14

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONDITIONING
ON LIGHT OUTPUT OF UNPACKAGED COMMERCIAL CHEMICAL LIGHT

cO]E•cK~IAL 14-.'AY TN 9,15,7

SAPPLE*

LIGHT CAPICCTY
266.6 lI ..S4.

TIMME NN) 3 08
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DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHT:

General. The double ampule chemical lights tested in this

program were the 4 inch (smaller) size. A 6 inch size unit has been

previously produced, but hardware was not available to manufacture

units for this program. Although the smaller size double ampule

unit does not allow a good direct comparison of the estimated

visibility range with the larger commuiercial chemical light (4800

feet vs. 7900 feet), it does allow a comparative determination of

the environmental characteristics of the units. In this respect,

the double ampule chemical light proved superior to the other two

devices tested. A summnary of the Laboratory Test Results is given

in Table 3.

Control. Statistical analysis of the light output results

has determined that there is no significant temperature effect on

the light output. This is illustrated in Figures 16, 17, and 18.

Temperature and Humidity (Packaged). These units were subjected

to the same environmental conditioning as the other test devices.

The units were subjected to this conditioning in the metal

protective tube designed for the units. Three units were withdrawn

and tested following 2, 4, 7, 10, and 14 days of conditioning.

Comparative analysis of the light output measurements with the ambient

control data also shows that the re was no significant effect upon the

light output caused by this conditioning, as shown in Figure 19.

Additional analysis of the data has also shown that there was no
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significant decrease in light output caused by exposure to this envir-

onmental conditioning for various lengths of time.

Temperature and Humidity (Unpackaged). These units were

subjected to environmental conditioning without their protective

metal tubes. Three units were withdrawn and tested following

2, 4, 7, 10, and 14 days of conditioning. Analysis of the light

output data determined that there was no significant decrease in

light output as a result of the varied conditioning times (Figure 20).

Comparative analysis between the ambient control data and the

packaged temperature and humidity data also showed that there was

no significant difference in light output levels as a result of this

conditioni ng.

Salt SDray (Packaged and Unpackaged). These test results were

combined for this discussion because of the similar results obtained.

Comparative analysis of this light output data with the control

ambient data and the environmental conditioning data showed no

significant difference in the light output levels (Figure 21).

Five Foot Drop (Packaged and Unpackaged). The units tested

in the protective metal tube satisfied the requirements of this

test, i.e., they did not activate. Without the protective tube,

two of the five units tested activated and, thus, failed the

requirementc. of the test.
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FIGURE 16

TYPICAL LOW TEMPERATURE LIGHT OUTPUT OF
DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHI

o IDOUBLE AMPULE CONTROL 9/17/75
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FIGURE 17

TYPICAL AMBIENT TEMPERATURE LIGHT OUTPUT /
OF DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHT
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FIGURE 18

TYPICAL HIGH TEMPERATURE LIGHT OUTPUT
OF DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHT

DOULE PaV1PLE 9/25/n5

BRIGHTNESS(FL/MZ)
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LIGHT CAPICITY
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FIGURE 19
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONDITIONING

O• LIGHT OUTPUT OF PACKAGED DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHT

2.LZ;LE- 14 CAT&H - 9/16/75

to
LIG CAPICITY
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FTGURE 20

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONDITIONING
ON LIGHT OUTPUT OF UNPACKAGED DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHT

S0UE WME -14 T&H -Y9'16T'&5

8R I TQESS. FL,,1)

SAMPLE.18
LIGQT CAPICITY
241.6 LH MRS&

21350

5e19 158 288 259 0
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FIGURE 21

EFFECT OF SALT SPRAY ON LIGHT OUTPUT
OF DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHT

DOW"~ AVM.E -SALT SPRAY -9/16/75

eRIQiINWSS(FL4M)

SAMPLE #

LIGHT CAPICITY
279.2 IM HRSA.

25
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LABORATORY TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY

Based on the light output mesrmns estimated J!

visibility ranges, and general performance of devices during

the laboratory test program, specific advantages and disadvantages

were determined for each of the devices. A summnary of the general

characteristics of each device is given in Figures 7, 8, and 9. The

advantages and disadvantages determin:!d by the Laboratory Test

Program are as follows:

One Cell Flashlight:

Advantages:

(1) With the battery installed, this is the easiest device to

activate.

(2) Capable of being shut off, thus extending the service life of

the unit in use.

(3) Higher estimated visibility range after 3 or more hours of

continuous operation due to the slower decay of the battery

compared to the chemical lights.

(4) The unit is reuseable with replacement of the battery and/or

bulb.
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Disadvantages:

(1) An inventory of replacement components (batteries and bulbs) is
required to extend the service life.

(2) Visible from only 1800.

(3) Periodic maintenance checks are required to insure operability.

(4) The reliability of the switch is suspect.

(5) The logistics are more complicated. (Storage, shipment and
handling are required for three components. Assembly, testing
of each component, and maintenance are required for continued
operability).

COMMERCIAL (SINGLE AMPULE) CHEMICAL LIGHT:

Advantages:

(1) Once removed from its protective foil wrap, this device is the second
easiest to activate.

(2) Visible for 3600.

(3) Highest estimated visibility range for the first hour of operation.

(4) Lowest initial unit cost of the devices tested in tnis programi.

(5) Simplified logistics requirements.

Disadvantages:

(1) Will not withstand moderate environmental conditions. Because
of this, a significant inventory turnover can be expected in
order to maintain a satisfactory quantity of serviceable units,
thus increasing the yearly operating costs.

(2) Exposure to light will reduce the units' light output due to
degradation of the chemicals.

(3) The device is not reuseable and cannot be turned off once activated.

DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHT:

Advantages:

(1) Only device capable of withstanding prolonged environmental exposure
without a significant decrease in light output.
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(2) Visible for 3600.

(3) No maintenance or replacement requilrement.

(4) Simplified logistics requirements.

Di sadvantages:

(1) Most difficult of the devices to activate due to the two glass amnpules.
which provide environmental integrity. However, the device can be
activated with a one-hand operation.

(2) Exposure to light will reduce the units' light output due to
degradation of the chemicals.

(3) This device is not reuseable and cannot be turned off once activated.
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ONE-CELL FLASHLIGHT

CHARACTERISTICS

OPERATING LIFE: Approximately 14 hours continuous operation.

COST: G.T. Price Mfi., $1.62 ($1.53 flashlight +
$0.09 battery)
Fulton, Mfg., $0.95 ($0.86 flashlight + $0.09
battery)
Listed price is $0.99 without battery

SIZE: G.T. Price Mfg., length - 3 3/4 in., diameter
(max) - 2.1 in.
Fulton - 4.4 in., diameter (max) - 2.1 in.

WEIGHT: G.T. Price = 0.34 lbs. (with battery)
Fulton = 0.37 lbs. (With battery)

EASE OF OPERATION: Easy one-hand ooeration of standard flashlight
switch.

RELIABILITY: Estimated at leist 84% at the 90% confidence
level based on 8 defective switches of 90
units tested.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS: Suitable for marine and aircraft environments.
Device is sealed and no special storage environments
are required.

MA7NTENANCE: Device will require checking and probable battery
replacement once or twice a year. Occasional
bulb replacement would be required.

REUSEABILITY: Device can be reused until battery is depleted.
With replacement of battery or bulb, as required,
hardware can possibly be used indefinitely, if
switch is operable. Switch allows selective
use of the device. Operating life is extended
because of switch-off design.

LIGHT OUTPUT VS TIME: Light output decreases in a linear fashion with
decreasing battery output.

LIGHT OUTPUT VS No significant temperature effect was observed.
TEMPERATURE: However, battery output is known to decrease

significantly at extremely low temperatures.

SHELF LIFE: Storage life would be indefinite without the
battery installed. With the battery installed,
shelf life would be that of the battery, approximately
I year.
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OTHER FACTORS: Performance of the flashlight is directly
related to the battery. Flashlight is a
directional device and does not have the
same visibility from all look angles.
Flashlight cannot be used as an air dropped
target marker.
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COMMERCIAL CHEMICAL LIGHT
CHARACTERISTICS

OPERATING LIFE: Six to seven hours.

COST: $0.78 for six inch device, $0.39 for four
inch device.

SIZE: Length = 6 inches, Diameter = 0.6 inches
Length = 4 inches, Diameter = 0.5 inches

WEIGHT: Six inch device = 0.04 lbs.; four inch device
= 0.02 lbs.

EASE OF OPERATION: Device can be activated with one-hand
operation. Protective foil packaging may
present some difficulty in removing if
only one hand is available.

RELIABILITY: Device is 100% reliable, except following
prolonged environmental exposure.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS: Device is suitatle for use in a marine or
aircraft environment. Device will not with-
stand prolonged storage with temperature
fluctuations and high humidity.

MAINTENANCE: None

REUSEABILITY: Device cannot be reused. Once activated,
chemical reaction cannot be "turned-off"
and restarted.

LIGHT OUTPUT VS TIME: Light output decreases expotentially with time.

LIGHT OUTPUT VS Light output is lower at lower use
TEMPERATURE: temperatures.

SHELF LIFE: Undetermined. Devices are significantly
affected by storage e-ivironment\and individual
unit variation. Six month maximum indicated
under moderate storage conditiols.

OTHER FACTORS: Chemical components will degrade, with exposure
to light. Devices should be kep in foil
packaging until use is required. Device
cannot be checker 4 to determine if chemical
are still reactive prior to use. Volume emitter;
light output is the same at all 1 ok angles.
Device is a very good air droppj target marker.
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DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHT

CHARACTERISTICS

OPERATING LIFE: Six to nine hours

COST: $2.50 for 10,000 units; $1.50 for 50,000
units (estimated costs). Cost may be reduced
by replacement of metal packing tube with
plastic tube.

SIZE: Length = 5 3/4 inches, diameter = 0.56 inches

WEIGHT: 0.03 lbs.

EASE OF OPERATION: Can be activateid with one hand. Protective
packaging can be opened and removed with one
hand. Slightly more difficult to activate than
the commercial light due to additional glass
ampules protecting chemicals.

RELIABILITY: 100%

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS: Suitable for marine and aircraft environments.
No environmental storage requirements.

MAINTENANCE: None

REUSEABILITY: Device cannot be reused. Once activated
chemical reaction cannot be stopped and restarted.

LIGHT OUTPUT VS TIME: Light output decreases expotentially with time.

LIGHT OUTPUT VS Liqht output is lower at lower use
TEMPERATURE: temperatures.

SHELF LIFE: Indefinite. Laboratory tests indicate minimum
of 5 years.

OTHER FACTORS: Chemical components will degrade with exposure
to light. Devices should be kept in protective
metal tube uratil use is required. Device
cannot be checked to-determine if chemicals
are still reactive prior to use. Volume
emitter; light output is the same at all look
angles.
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SUPPLEMENTAL LABORATORY TEST DATA:

In addition to the three devices tested during this

program, the light output of several types of sea-water activated

lights was also measured. These measurements were taken for

supplemental information only. It was not the intent of this

additional testing, nor was sufficient data available, for any

comparative analyses.

The sea-water activated lights exhibited a greater light

output than the two chemical lights or the one-celled flashlight.

The greater light output resulted from the larger power supply

and bulb of these lights. The light output, however, was shown

to be directional. The limited supplemental data obtained and

a brief discussion of the data are given in Appendix A.
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FIELD TEST PROGRAM:

Field testing of the devices was originally scheduled for the

second week of December 1975 in Puerto Rico. Unfortunately,

adverse weather conditions and the lack of support equipment time

due to search and rescue requirements prevented completion of the

scheduled field test program.

A trial test was conducted, however, approximately two miles

from the entrance to San Juan harbor. From this trial test, it

was learned that the devices would have to be tested singly in

order to obtain valid range data on each device. The trial test

also confirmied that sufficiently accurate target acquisition ranges

could be obtained from the helicopter navigational computer. A

visibility detection range of approximately 3/4 mile was obtained

during the trial test. This range was obtained between 45 and 60

minutes after activation of the devices.

Field testing of the devices was conducted from 10-19 May 1976

near Clearwater, Florida. Personnel and equipment for these tests

were provided 5y Coast Guard Group, St. Petersburg, Coast Guard

Air Station, St. Petersburg and Coast Guard Station, Clearwater. The

assistance and cooperation of these personnel was invaluable in

completing this program.

The actual testing of the devices consisted of actuating a

device, attaching it to a float which simulated a person floating

in the water, finding the device, and recording the visibility/

detection range. The helicopter ranges were obtained from the

on-board navigation computer, while the boat ranges were computed
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from the engine r.p.m. and the runout time until the signal

disappeared.

The range data obtained during the field testing is given in

Tables 4, 5, and 6 for the commercial chemicallight, the double

anpule chemical light and the one-cell flashlight, respectively.

From the range data obtained, summary plots were made of the visi-

bility ranges for each device. The summary plots are shown in

Figure 22 (one-cell flashlight), Figure 23 (commercial chemical

light), and Figure 24 (double ampule chemical light). The maximum

visibility ranges from the aircraft and the boat are shown on each

of these plots. It can readily be seen that, in most cases, the

boat visibility range for a device was greater than the-aircraft

detection range. This occurred solely because of the test methods

available to obtain the range data. The boat visibility ranges /

represent the maximum surface range in that the "target" was

constantly in sight during the range determination. The aircraft

detection ranges, however, represent the condition of looking for

the target; thus the target had to become sufficiently visible

from its' surroundinns to be detected. The boat visibility ranges,

therefore, reflect more of an ideal situation, while the aircraft

detection ranges reflect more of an actual search Gd rescue situation.

Two factors affecting the visibility range of the devices became

readily apparent during the field tests. These factors were backlight-

ing and wave direction. The field tests were conducted 2-4 miles off-

shore from Clearwater, Florida and backlighting was obtained from the east,
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FIGURE 22

FLASHL IGHT

SUMMIARY PLOT OF FIELD TEST DATA

Visibility/'Detection Range From:/

+-+ Aircraft
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FIGURE 23

COMMERCIAL CHEMICAL LIGHT

SUMMARY PLOT OF FIELD TEST DATA

Visibility/Detection Range From:

+-+ Aircraft

0O---- 0 Boat

N/
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FIGURE 24

DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHT

SUMMARY PLOT OF FIELD TEST EATA
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as shown on the summary plots. During the early tests of this program,

a full moon was rising in the east and increased the backlighting.

There was no moon during the later tests and, in general, visibility

ranges were greater. The wave direction during the tests was from.

the west (open sea) to the east (into shore). Minor variations in

the wave direction occurred due to changing wind direction and the

proximity of the test site to the Clearwater Channel, but, in general,

the wave direction was from west to east.

The effects of backlighting and wave direction are readily

apparent when looking at the summary plots of the visibility ranges.

All visibility ranges from west of the target were considerably reduced

by these factors. Observations from north or south of the target were

made down the trough of the waves; thus, a longer "look" time was avail-

able to the observer and longer ranges were obtained. Observations from

east of the target were not affected by backlighting. The backlighting

and wave direction factors affecting visibility are not new findings,

but are noted to fully explain the test data obtained.

One night of the field test program was devoted to testing the

devices in Tampa Bay. No significant quantitative data was obtained

during these tests because of the high amourn. of backlighting and large

number of lighted marker buoys in the test area. It was concluded

from these limited tests that none of the devices provides a positive

identification point under these adverse search conditions. However,

the larger chemical lights will provide a satisfactory reference point

for close-in rescue coordination.
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Several conclusions can be made from the field test data obtained.

These conclusions are:

a. The commnercial chemical light (6 inch) has a greater visibility/

detection range than the one-cell flashlight.

b. The double ampule chemical light (4 inch) has a visibility/

detection range compara.,le with the one-cell flashlight.

c. The field test visibility ranges correspond approximately with

the visibility ranges predicted from the laboratory test data.

(1) Commerical chemical light - maximum lab range - 1.50 miles
maximum field test range -

1.2 miles WAC), 1.25 miles (Boat)

(2) Dougle ampule chemical light - maximum lab range - 0.91 miles
maximum field test range -
0.6 miles (A/C), 0.94 miles (Boat)

(3) One-cell flashlight - maximum lab range -1.16 miles
maximum field test range-
0.8 miles (A/C), 0.97 miles (Boat)

d. None of the devices provides a positive identification point in

conjested search areas, although all of the devices could serve as a

point reference for close rescue work.

In summnary, the field test program demonstrated that the chemical

lights will perform satisfactorily as a rescue signal. The larger

chemical light (6 inch commnercial) demonstrated a greater visibility

range than the one-cell flashlight.
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SUPPLEMFNTAL FIELD TEST DATP.:

In addition to these devices, three other signalling

devices were tested during the field test program. These

devices were two prototype chemical light units and the

standard strobe light. The additional devices were tested

only to supply supplemental visibility/detection range

infornation. The visibility/detection range information

obtained and a brief discussion of the results are given

in Appendix B.
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CONCLUS IONS

The Laboratory Test Program and the limited Field Test Program

did not establish any of the devices as superior to the others in

all of the areas analyzed. This program did show that the chemical

lights are at least comparable, if not superior, to the one-cell

flashlight as a signalling device. The chemical lights also

provide an easy to use, air-droppable marker for aircraft use.

The program results indicate that the six-inch single ampule

chemical light will provide a better rescue light than the flash-

light because of its higher initial visibility. The faster drop-

off in light output of the chemical lights is partially compensated

for by the fact that several of the smaller chemical lights can be

carried in the space required for the bulkier flashlight. The

chemical lights could be activated over a period of time, providing

a good signal for many hours.

Although the single ampule chemical light offers advantages

in initial acquisition range, versatility, durability, and initial

procurement cost, serious consideration was given to the inability

of this design to withstand prolonged storage. Indications from

the laboratory tests are that degradation of the chemical components

will occur between three and nine months after procurement with storage

in a moderate environment. It may be possible to delay this de-

gradation with storage in a controlled environment, but degradation

will eventually occur. Because of this, consideration must be given
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to future replacement costs, whether or not the units are expended.

The double ampule chemical light eliminates this storage

degradation problem. However, without knowing procurement quantities

and use rate, an accurate cost estimate for procuring the double

ampule chemical light cannot be made. It is felt, however, that the

double ampule design would prove more cost effective over a

prolonged period due to its ability to withstand environmental

storage conditions.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Based on the program results, it is recommended that a feasibility

program be initiated within the Coast Guard for further analysis

into the use of chemical light devices. This program should utilize

one or more activites as data acquisition points. These activities

should record the number of devices expended, time o f storage

prior to use, storage environment, general performance of the device,

use applications, etc. From this data, use rate and storage life

data can be generated for cost effectiveness analysis and logistics

requirement determinations.

It is also recommended that only the larger six-inch chemical

lights be utilized in this program because of their increased

visibility. Because of their immediate availability, the six-inch

single ampule commercial chemical light would be satisfactory for this

program. By using this device, the initial procurement cost will be

miinimnized and the expected field storage life of this device can
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be more accurately determined. It is felt, however, that the

double ampule design will provide the best cost effectiveness

with continuous use because of its indefinite storage life.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTAL

LABORATORY TEST DATA
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SUPPLEMENTAL LABORATORY TEST DATA

Following completion of the field test program, NAVWPNSUPPCEN

Crane conducted laboratory light measurement tests on two types

of sea-water activated lights. Both of the lights tested are

powered by sea-water activated batteries. The sea-water activated

lights tested were:

1. "Survivor Locator Light", Marine Resources, Inc.,

Fern Park, Florida

2. "Rescue Lite", Chromalloy Electric Division,

Hollywood, Florida

The data on these lights is limited because of the small number

of units available and the time limitations for completing this

program. The light output data for these signals is given in

Tables Al and A2. Graphic displays of the light output of each

signal are given in Figures Pl through A12.

Testing of the devices was planned to consist of pre-conditioning

at O°F, +70'F (ambient), or +120F followed by-testing in sea-water

at temperatures of +32F, +65'F (ambient), and +80OF. Pre-conditioning

of the devices was completed as planned; nowever, testing of the

devices was accomPlished only in sea-water at +32°F and +65°F because

of a procedural error. On Tables Al and A2, the first two units listed

were Pre-conditioned at +120 0 F, the middle two units at +70°F (ambient), I/
/z

and the last two units at OF. The sea-water temperature for the test

is given on each table.

The light outputs measured show considerable variability between

the units. However, the limited number of samples tested does not allow
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statistical analysis to determine the specific causes for this

variability. Some factors considered to affect the light output

are pre-conditioning temperature, test water temperature, and general

condition of thebattery. Both types of units tested have poor

battery seals and the effectiveness of the batteries is dependent

upon storage conditions.

Light distribution measurements were conducted on a "Rescue

Lite" signal following the light output measurement. The light

distribution determined for this signal is shown on Figures 13,

A14, and A15. These measurements determined that the light output

was directional and concentrated in the vertical and horizontal

planes with very little output in between.

Two other sea-water activated devices ("Neptune NQ-I", C&S

Associates, Concord, California and "Life Lite", Toto Electric Co., Ltd,

Tokyo, Japan) were available, but could not be tested. Both devices

have pulsating light outputs, which could not be recorded with the

computer data program developed for this program. The development

and checkout of additional computer analysis program was considered

unwarranted in view of the overall program goals and limited time

available.

The sea-water activated lights have greater light outputs and

cireater visibility ranges than the chemical lights or the flash-

light due to the larger power supplies available. Although

specific cost data is not available, all of these units are con-

siderable more expensive than the chemical lights or flashlight.
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TABLE Al

LIGHT OUTPUT DATTA

y11/76 SURVIvOR LOCATOR LIGNT 32 091 F BATH

"A•* SEAN CANOLEPOWER NEASUL ED AT 1,.5 PFET
WITM A 1.5 INCH ODAMETER PHOTOPYTIC CGLOR CORRECTEO PHOTOCELL,

CANOL9POWER VS TIMEICNIN
tAMPok. 2 II 36 66 93 129 158 1 8 It 219 275 298

i 1,427 6,465 9,412 6,49 W,65 0,52 6,51 6951 0951 0,51 t,51 0,53
2 0.467 1,513 9,869 9,54 6.53 0,52 6.54 6,57 5 8sl.8,64 0,06 0,67

3 6,511 69526 i,536 6o56 $a63 6,61 5,59 6,o9 6959 o663 6.64 0,63
4 ,1152 1o246 1,321 1,34 1.27 1.2f t.31 1,26 1,20 1,26 1.29 1,3e

Da604 6,626 6,.63 6,67 1,69 6.76 6,72 6,74 V,?5 6,75 .738 0,77
so1,60 16111 1.155 1o.t 1.17 11t 1e.5 1t2l 1.25 1,26 1,27 1,25

ESTIMATEO SI3HTING RANGE AT 5 :Z VISILZTY
SAMPLE*O 16 IN 36 MIN 69 MIN

I sal, 6313s, l33,
2 6466. 6937s m666,
3 6377, 6776, 8143,

4 11324, 11536. 11866.
5 6666, 0215, 6316.
6 19329 11i63. 116ilo,
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TABLE A2

LIGHT OUTPUT DATA

?11/76 RESCUE LITE ROOM TEMP BATO

MAX BEAN CANDLEPOWER MEASURED AT 1,50 FEET
WZTM A lo, INCH DIAMETER PMOTOPTUC COLOq CORRECTED PNOTOCEILL

CANOLEPOWER VS TIME(MIN)
SAMPLE0 a Ito 36 06 90 120 153 Is 213 343 270 295

7 3o535 3,158 3,566 3,68 3.70 3 ,81 3,75 3,43 3.65 3,7o 3,24 3,12
S 0o149 6o071 1,310o 0,6 0184 3050 3.76 0,77 3o78 'll tell so7?
9 ,146 1,164 6,13, 6,1 0,1 13 9113 3.13 8,1; 3,13 1,13 0,11 Mo12

II l,3ll 1,259 l $,3U 1,31 .oll 1,26 1.17 1,14 1,09 1ol4 Io83 1,03
at 1,336 1,390 1,;$) 1,36 ',37 1,33 1,32 IZI tll 1,1l Jel 1.27
12 t,6ll 1,736 1,P56 1,70 1o14 t,64 I1I. 1.64 le1 19,2 l,6s 161

ESTIMATEO OIIGTING RANGE AT 5 MN VO6SLTY
SAMPLE* Is MIN 31 PIN 6o MIN

7 18301, 1535, 18400,
I te116, 16224, %s1e,
0 483o, 5248, Sa1e,

to 11361, 11441, l1159,
It 11713, 11717, 116410
12 12146, 12633, 13411,

BEST AVAIABLE COP,
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FIGURE Al

+1200F CONDITIONING ~
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FIGURE A2

+120°F CONDITIONING
\ 2//
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FIGURE A3

+70"F CONDITIONING
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FIGURE A4

+70 0 F CONDITIONING
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FIGURE AS

OOF CONDITIONING
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FIGURE A6

O°F CONDITIONING
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FIGURE A7

+120 0F CONDITIONING
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FIGURE A8

+120 0 F CONDITIONING
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FIGURE A9

+700F CONDITIONING
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FIGURE AIO

+70°F CONDITIONING
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FIGURE AlU

O'F CONDITIONING
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FIGURE A12

O°F CONDITIONING
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FIGURE Al 3

TYPICAL SEA-WATER ACTIVATED DEVICE*

LIGHT OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION

HORIZONTAL PLANE

*Test device was "Rescue Lite" manufactured by Chromally Electric
Division, Hollywood, Florida
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FIGURE A14

TYPICAL SEA-WATER ACTIVATED OEVICE*

LIGHT OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION

VERTICAL PLANE - ACROSS FILAMENT

*Test device was "Rescue Lite" manufactured by Chrornally Electric
Division, Hollywood, Florida
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FIGURE A15

TYPICAL SEA-WATER ACTIVATED DEVICE*

LIGHT OUTPUT DISTRIBUTION

VERTICAL PLANE - ALONG FILAMENT

I-.

"\ , \ >4-

*Test device was "Rescue Lite" manufactured by Chromally Electric
Division, Nollywood, Florida
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APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTAL

FIELD TEST DATA
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIELD TEST DATA

In order to obtain a maximum amount of information from the field

test program, three other signals were tested in addition to the

three devices discussed in this report.. These additional signals

included a five-inch double ampule chemical light and a floating

double ampule chemical light in prototype development by American

Cyanamid Company. A third signal tested was the standard strobe

light. The data obtained for these signals is given in Tables Bl,

82, and 83.

*The floating double ampule unit was the better of the two chemical

liahts. This unit has more chemiluminescent material and a more

transparent plastic case than the five-inch double ampule chemical

light and these factors account for the visibility range difference.

The floating double ampule chemical light had an increased visibility

range over the one-cell flashlight while maintaining the environmental

stability of the double ampule design.

The standard strobe 'ight had the highest visibility range of

all devices tested. The higher visibility range was expected

because of the high light output of the strobe light. The intermittent

flashing of the light was also felt to be an aid in its' location.

The summuary datai plots, Figures Bl, B2, and BS, also show the

effects of backlighting and wave direction on the visibility range,

as previously discussed.
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FIGURE B1

FLOATING DOUBLE AMPULE CHEMICAL LIGHT

SUMMARY PLOT OF FIELD TEST DATA

Visibility/Detection Range From:

+-+ Aircraft

O ----O0 Boat
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FIGURE 82

5 INCH DOUBLE AM4PULE CHEMICAL LIGHTr

SUMMiARY PLOT OF FIELD TEST DATA

+-+ Aircraft

0O----O0 Boat
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FIGURE B3

STROBE LIGHT

SUMM'ARY PLOT OF FIELD TEST DATA

Visibility/Detection Range From:

+-+ Aircraft
0O----O0 Boat
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